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The explanation of the lines on Folien 1 

Science of lines

A line can be straight, curved, irregular, polygonal, etc. There are many different types of curved lines: circular, parabolic, elliptic, sigmoidal, expo-
nential, sine, power, cubic, etc. Each of these has their application in science and is determined by the laws of physics. For example the motion of a 
wave can be described by a sine curve, the trajectory of a water jet by a parabolic curve, the deflection of a cantilever beam under uniform load by 
a 4th degree polynomial function. The trajectory of a water jet will always be parabolic – doesn’t matter how fast or slow, or how high or how low 
– the laws of physics cannot change – it will always be parabolic and nothing else. A polygonal chain for example comprises of various lines joined 
to form what can be considered to be a line. However, although it can create the illusion of a curve, it is not a curve.

Straight line

Now we will investigate, according to the laws of nature, what type of curve (line) the powdered edge of an inflexible round drinking 
glass will leave on a foline.

infinity infinity
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Sine waves with different frequencies

Parabolic trajectory of the water beam

4th degree polynomial function
Polygonal chain
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What is a circle?
Let’s first get a good and proper understanding of circles:

A circle is a simple shape of Euclidean geometry consisting of those points in a plane that are equidistant from a given point, the centre. The distance between 
any of the points and the centre is called the radius.

Circles are simple closed curves and can be defined as the curve traced out by a point that moves so that its distance from a given point is constant.

A circle’s diameter is the length of a line segment whose endpoints lie on the circle and which passes through the centre. This is the largest distance between any 
two points on the circle. The diameter of a circle is twice the radius, or distance from the centre to the circle’s boundary. The terms “diameter” and “radius” also 
refer to the line segments which fit these descriptions. The circumference is the distance around the outside of a circle.

A chord is a line segment whose endpoints lie on the circle. A diameter is the longest chord in a circle. A tangent to a circle is a straight line that touches the circle 
at a single point, while a secant is an extended chord: a straight line cutting the circle at two points.

An arc of a circle is any connected part of the circle’s circumference. A sector is a region bounded by two radii and an arc lying between the radii, and a segment 
is a region bounded by a chord and an arc lying between the chord’s endpoints.
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What is a parabola and a parabolic curve?

parabolic curve

These lines will never meet again to 
complete a closed shape of any kind

A parabola is a curve that is a described by the following general formula:

y = ax2 = bx + c

The slope of a tangent at any point is given by: 2ax + b

As x increases so does y – and will do so until infinity. The line cannot change its slope 
from positive to negative as x increases and can therefore not curve back unto itself to 
form a loop or circular shape – as a circular curve does.
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What is a perfect circular curve?

A perfect circular curve refers in essence to the arc on a perfect circle. As already mentioned, a perfect circle is a circle where the vertical diameter equals the 
horisontal diameter exactly. Thus the radius around the center will be constant and equal throughout.

If you complete a perfect curve (arc) it will form a perfect circle.

110 mm
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0 

m
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Perfect circular arc (curve)

If you complete the curve (arc) it 
will form a perfect circle

(R = 55 mm)

Radius from centre constant
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center of chord

touch point of tangent

two perfect symmetrical segments around axis

The diametrical line 900 through the centre of chord axis will run 900 into the tangent line. The tangent line represents the apex of that segment of 
the circle, thus the point furthest away from the chord. 
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How to recognise a perfect circular arc

The curvature will be consistent along its 
whole length. If chords AB = BC then the 
maximum distance between arc and chord 
Δ1 = Δ2.

AB will be a perfect circular arc if at the 
point where Δ1 is at its maximum the 
lengths of chord segments AE = EB.

ABC will be a perfect circular arc if BG is 
the maximum distance between the arc 
and the chord AGC where G is exactly half-
way between A and C.
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When is a curve not perfectly circular?

Let’s look at the parabola again. A parabole is not a perfectly circular shape. In fact it can never be circular and can therefore 
it cannot produce a perfect circular curve, ever. It will and can never pass the test for a perfect circular curve as we show on 
pages 4 and 5. Thus, there is a fundamental scientific difference between a perfect circular curve (arc) and a parabolic curve. 

parabolic curve 

Green line is a perfect circle with constant radius and 
with a perfect circular curve
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Max Δ does not occur at mid 
point of chord

Max Δ occur at mid point of 
chord

Equal chords – different 
maximum Δ’s
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It must be considered that a cup with a conical shape (narrower bottom, wider top) is part of a cone with a part of the bottom cut off.
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(x - y)/2
r2  =  h2 + [½(x - y)]2

r = h2 + [½(x - y)]2

(Pythagoras Theorem)

A cone can be made by cutting away a 
part of the circle and then folding the 
cut edges together

Thus the top and bottom edges of a conical 
glass with top diameter x and bottom diameter 
y, should leave 2 parallel lines r apart with 
lenghts xπ and yπ respectively.

To determine r 

Ideally the distance between the lines should be 
r and not the height of the glass.

Why will the top and bottom edges of a conical glass leave 
curves, and what kind of curves would they be?
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(i.e a truncated cone).
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R

Δ ℓ/x

A property of a circle is that the curvature remain constant along its whole length.

If you draw a line with lenght ℓ between any two 
points on a circel, then Δ will always be the same.

R H

x/2

y/2

H-h

 H   H - h
x/2  =   y/2

2H   2H - 2h
 x  =       y

2H -  2H  2h
 y    x =   y

H(2/y - 2/x)  =  2h

     y

H =   2h   =  2h 

   y(2/y - 2/x)     (2 - 2y/x)

R  =  H2 + (x/2)2

R

Δ ℓ/2

Ζ

Δ = R - Z

Where  Z  =  R2 - (ℓ/2)2

Calculating Δ

 .
. .

 .
. .

 .
. .

Calculating R
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Let’s do a test:

Imagine you could cut this perfectly round drinking glass open and fold it open. See on the next page how we do 
it with a paper cup.
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If you cut a perfectly round pa-
per cup open, the top and bot-
tom edges will give you a set 
of perfect circular curves which 
are 100% parallel to each other. 
They will both complete into 
perfect circles. The difference in 
the size of the two circles is due 
to the difference in top and 
bottom diameters.

Both circles have constant radius
They are parallel to each other
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Height of cup h 82 mm
Top diameter x 79 mm
Bottom diameter y 64 mm

Length of top curve 248 mm 180
Length of bottom curve 201 mm 140

Distance between curves r 82.34 mm

H 431.87 mm
R 433.67 mm

Length of line l 180 mm
Delta 9.44 mm

Angle (sigma) 32.79 degrees

BC 120.8633 mm

C B C

120.86

433.67

Based on aforementioned formula, these are the h/x/y dimensions for a 82/79/64 glass (like Mr Wertheim’s glass):

This spreadsheet can be used to calculate the 2-D 
dimensions of any size conical glass. To the top and 
right is a basic sketch of the results. It is not on scale 
but illustrates the principle. We will shortly test it 
pratically.

Take special note of “R”.

It is the radius of the circle that fits the top curve.

Both circles have constant radius
They are parallel to each other
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351.33

Top

Bottom
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Let’s recontruct Mr Wertheim’s test glass #2 – Called Glass X (82 mm high, 79 mm top diameter top, 64 mm bottom diameter)

Creating top and bottom diameters Creating height of 82 mm

82 mm

Creating side of glass by folding paper around it and cutting it off 
exactly on the top and bottom edges – this is now a copy of Mr Wert-
heim’s test glass #2

Take the paper sides off and fold open
If you could cut open Mr Wertheim’s glass #2, it would look like this

“Sheet X”
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82 mm

Both Sheet X’s curve displays perfect curves

top line
R = 433.7 mm

bottom line
R = 351.3 mm

Both circles have constant radius
They are parallel to each other
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“Sheet X”
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“Sheet X”“Sheet X”

Both Sheet X’s curves displays perfect circular curves (arcs)

bottom line
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top line
R = 433.7 mm

bottom line
R = 351.3 mm
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Lift from drinking glass              Lift from glass plate 

Examples of typical lifts from prints / powdering 
/ glass 

Mr Zeelenberg’s own lift from a drinking glass: 

The pink line, which is a perfect circular arc, fits perfectly on the top line of Mr Zeelenberg’s lift. Illustrating both are perfect circular arcs.

Same colour lines even lengths

circle H and W = 500

line towards centre point
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line towards centre point

Mr Wertheim’s own lift from a drinking glass: 

The pink line, which is a perfect circular arc, fits perfectly on the top line of Mr Wertheim’s lift. Illustrating both are perfect circular arcs.

Same colour lines even lengths
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top line
R = 433.7 mm
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“Sheet X” overimposed on Wertheim’s lift. Note perfect fit. Both display perfect circular curves.

“Sheet X”

Wertheim’s lift
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Folien 1’s top line is noT a circular arc
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5 mm

We will show that the top line is more consistent with a parabolic curve.

Green line: Perfect circular curve produced by glass: 80/75/68
Light blue line: Perfect circular curve produced by glass: 80/80/70
Blue line: Perfect circular curve produced by glass: 82/79/64 (Wertheim’s glass #2)

Red line: Parabolic-like curve of Folien 1 – it deviates between 6 and 10 mm from curvature of sample circular arcs 

Please note: We know there are millions of permutations of the size of the circles that would be completed by the circular arc if you test various 
glasses. This will depend on the ratio of the top and bottom diameters. The closer they are to each other, the more “straight” the curves would 
become, but they still remain perfect circular arcs (unless the top and bottom diameters are exactly the same, then both would produce straight 
lines). By way of the top illustration, as with the comparisons further down to Mr Wertheim’s test lifts, we simply want to illustrate the difference 
the type of curve can have. It shows that a round drinking glass will produce perfect circular curves; a curve which is detrimentally different than 
a parabolic-like curve (the curve on Folien 1). It also serves to show, as a side note, that none of MR Wertheim’s 10 experimental glasses’s curves 
would fit the curve on Folien 1. Thus, it is all about the type and the nature of the curve and not about the size thereof.

McAlpine Report – 1 October 2012 – All rights reserved
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Even if you shift a perfect circular arc around on the top line (such as to the left here), there will always be a deviation from a 
circular arc. We know that the circle can be a bit bigger or smaller, depending on the conical ratio, but the top line of Folien 
1 is not a perfect circular arc and will therfore never fit on any perfect circular arc, irrespective of the size thereof. There will 
always be a deviation. 

A tumbler glass will normally be conical with a conical ratio of about 10%, and that should give you a perfect circular curve 
such as the blue line below, which is based on a 80/79/64 glass. Conical glasses with a ratio of more than 10% would leave 
even “smaller” circles (whilst still perfect circular) where the deviation (such as shown below) will be even more. 

deviation from perfect circular curve
deviation from perfect circular curve
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perfect circular curve produced by a 82/79/64 glass 
(Wertheim’s glass #2)

If the conical ratio is more than 10%, this deviation downwards would be bigger, as the circle would become smaller. A less than 10% conical ratio on a tumbler 
is highly unlikely. However, even if the conical ratio was less than 10%, the line still needs to be perfect circular if it represented a line of a drinking glass’ edge.

McAlpine Report – 1 October 2012 – All rights reserved
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0 25

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0.06 0.267 0.467 0.6988 0.917 1.142 1.377 1.587 1.82 2.058 2.275 2.322 2.458 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
2.665 2.692 2.86 2.812 2.457 2.118 1.633 1.333 1.192 1.058 0.75 0.42 0.08

Let’s look in more detail at the shape of the top line on Folien 1.

The yellow lines were put along the inner edge of the line. The thickening above this inner edge of the line is in all likelihood due to smudging of 
the finger printing powder during the removal of the foline. Logically we worked up to the inner side of the edge.

The pink line is a baseline from which we measure the deflections of the line over 25 equal intervals. The position of the pink line is arbitary – its 
position will not change the results of our analysis.

[Note: On exact scale (real size) the curve only has a max curvature deflection of just over 1 mm over 110 mm. This is minor curving. The smudging 
make the line appear more curved than what it actually is.]

Next we will apply these coordinates to non-linear regression analysis to determine how well the circles produced by Mr Wertheim 10 glasses fit 
this curve, and what type of curve it is more consistent with.

Image enlarged x2 to obtain more accurate measurements and measurements were taken under 4000% magnification (zoom). The aspect ratio of the line a a whole stays intact at all times.

Note: Because the image is enlarged, these measurements could be seen as scaled units and not actual millimeters. The major purpose of this exercise is to establish the type of 
curve. In ratio enlargement and magnification helps with more accurate measurements. To convert the scaled deviations to exact mm deviations they should be divided by 2..2
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non-Linear Regression Analysis

We know that for Wertheim’s glass # 2 the radius op the top line should be 433.7 mm.

The Equation of a circle is: 

(x-a)2 + (y-b)2 = r2

We can reconfigure this Equation to express y as a function of x:

 

Thus for Wertheim’s glass:

 

Assuming r = 433.7 mm and applying regression analysis to data using the 
above equation, we get the following statistics (see to the right):

The R-square is negative which indicates a very poor fit and that even a 
straight line will provide a better fit than a curve with a radius of 433.7 mm.

The graphs below illustrate how poor a circular curve produced by Glass 2 fits 
the top line on Folien 1. The curve falls outside the 95th percentile bands and 
the residuals follow a definite non-random pattern.
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Regression analyses was performed using the online tool at www.zunzun.com.

22 )( axrby −−+=

22 )( axrby −−+= 1880962 – (x - α)2
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The table below shows the R-square statistics for all the glasses Mr Wertheim experimented with.

It is evident that none of the glasses provide a good fit. One can therefore conclude that within the practical range possible radii values there is not a 
radius that provides an acceptably accurate fit to the top line of F1.

  Radius   R-square
Glass 1  877 mm  65 %
Glass 2  434 mm  <0
Glass 3  353 mm  <0
Glass 4  217 mm  <0
Glass 5  271 mm  <0
Glass 6  1000 mm  81 %
Glass 7  615 mm  <0
Glass 8  221 mm  <0
Glass 9  369 mm  <0
Glass 10 150 mm  <0
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The best fit is provided by Glass 6 – but judg-
ing from the non-random residual plot and 
the confidence interval plot a circular curve 
produced by Glass 6 does not fit the top line 
of Folien 1.

Glass 6 Glass 6
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Regression analysis of the top line: 

What shape is the curve? Let’s consider a parabola. A parabola is a curve that is described by the following equation: y = ax2 + bx + c
If we fit the data to this model using regression analysis we get the following results:

The r2 is 93.1 % which indicates a much better fit than the circles produced by any of Mr Wertheim’s experimental glasses. 
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The Figure below compares the actual data (the dots) with the predicted data (the solid line) for a parabola.

The basic conclusion is that the curve of the top line on Folien 1 is not perfect cir-
cular. It should be if it represented the rim of a conical drinking glass. 
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Even though a parabola is not a perfect fit – it does fit better than any of the circular
curves produced by Mr Wertheim’s 10 glasses.
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0 17.5

line enlarged in ratio - measured every 5 mm

Bottem side ? 

Bottem side ? This is how the bottom line looks like after lines were drawn on it after 2x enlargement and under 4000% magnification (zoom). 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 
0 0.45 0 0.03 0.025 0.9 0.74 0.33 0 -0.317 0 0.073 1.298 1.228 1.66 3.083 3.045 2.825 2.947 3.108 

10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 15.5 16 16.5 17 17.5

3.083 2.605 2.742 2.912 3.06 3.167 2.875 2.594 2.312 2.02 1.74 1.458 1.175 0.883 0.6 0
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Measured under 4000% magnification at 35 regular and equal intervals

Although enlarged, aspect ratio stays intact at all times
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Bottom line clearly not a curve – more magnified images Page 26
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The coordinates of the bottom line were scaled over 35 equal intervals under in-ratio enlargement and deflections from a baseline 
were measured using an electronic measurement tool (under 4000% maginification). Please see previous page. The result proves 
that the line is neither a perfect circular nor a parabolic curve. The best description for it would be a polygonal chain.

Definition: A polygonal chain, polygonal curve, polygonal path, or piecewise linear curve, is a connected series of line 
segments (Wikipedia).
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y = -0.0083x2 + 0.3603x - 1.4282
R² = 0.6418
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Bottomline displaying a polygonal chain – not fitting any curve
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Top line – a 93% fit to a parabolic curve

Bottom line – a polygonal chain, 
not a curve of any kind
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y = -0.0167x2 + 0.4682x - 0.8122
R² = 0.931
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y = -0.0083x2 + 0.3603x - 1.4282
R² = 0.6418
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Comparison between top and bottom lines

If these two lines were lifted from the same coni-
cal glass, not only would both have to be perfect 
circular curves, but there needs to be a curvature 
resemblance between the two lines. There is clearly 
no such resemblance. The top line resembles a para-
bolic curve. The bottom line does not fit any curve. 
It resembles a polygonal chain.
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Although the coloured lines resemble real measurements (and the real lines on F1), this is a rough illustration to show the 
difference in the nature of the top and bottom lines. If they both were produced by one conical glass, they would need to 
show the same type of curve, and that is a perfect circular curve, something in the line of the nature of the black line. Not only 
do they not show any good curvature resemblance, they both are not perfect circular curves – indicating that none of these 
coloured lines could have been produced by a conical and round drinking glass. 

Nature of F1 top line

Nature of F1 bottom line

Both the coloured lines needed to resemble the nature of this curve (perfect circular) if they represented the edges of a conical and round drinking glass 
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Curvature 

What evidence did the experts have to say the lines were curved?

Mr Daan Bekker, Supt Dixon and Mr Pat Wertheim just said they are both curved and parallel. Period. That made it a lift from a drinking glass. Mr 
Arie Zeelenberg went a bit further but only drew lines below both lines to show that the lines are curved. And on that basis also deducted that it 
automatically follows that the lift was taken from a drinking glass. Neither of these gentlemen investigated the nature of the lines at all. Either they 
did not know the lines needed to be perfect circular or they conveniently ommited this logic knowledge which one would expect an expert to know 
and apply.
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Curvature 
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Bottom line straight ? ! 

Above: This is all that Mr Zeelenberg did to show that the line is not “straight” and by implication rather curved.

Above: This is the whole line. Telling us that although it may be jagged, it is surely not a curve.

The bottom line is neither curved nor exactly straight
Page 31
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The top and bottom lines are noT parallel
Page 32

The pink lines are all equal in length and hangs from the inner egde of the top line. Clearly indicating the two lines are not parallel.

Image enlarged with aspect ratios intact. 

Parallel, convex lines appr. 78 mm apart 
This is all that Mr Zeelenberg did to “prove” the lines are parallel.

Mr Daan Bekker, Supt Dixona and Mr Wertheim just assumed it is. 
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Above the line dust due to rubbing over edge

The top line under magnification – note straight features
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The top line curve on Foline 1 needs to stay on the trajectory of a perfect circle. Instead it leaves this perfect cir-
cular curve’s trajectory and straightens out. A conical and inflexible round glass’ edges can only produce perfect 
circular curves and not any other type of curves. Neither the top nor the bottom line on Folien 1 is perfect circular. 
They are also not completely parallel to each other. Both lines need to be perfect circular and they need to be 
parallel to each other if they represented the top and bottom edges of a conical drinking glass.

Line leaves the perfect circular 
curve. It needs to stay on it if 
it wants to reflect a lift from a 
round drinking glass. 

This conclusively and based on scientific fact excludes the Folien 1 lift as being a lift from a round inflexible drinking glass

The bottomline of this all
Page 34

Note: In the case of Folien 1 
the top line by chance follows a 
line close to a parabolic curve. 
However, we would still come 
to the same conclusion even if 
it was any other type of curve 
– ellipse, exponental, power, 
polynomial, etc. The line need 
to be perfectly circular. It is not.
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Page 35Is it because the foline stretched during the lift?

No. We must foremost ask ourselves what would it say of a lifting agent, such as foline, if it could just stretch during a lift. That would make 
prints utterly inadmissible. If a foline could just stretch under normal handling considerations, prints would be stretched, out of proportion 
and distorted. Having no value to investigators. None of the prints on Folien 1 seems to be distorted or out of proportion.

We know that the glass cannot flex. So flexing did not account for the top line not being perfectly circular.

However, we do not suggest that a foline is not flexible. The lifting layer consist of a rubber layer, but at the back you have an inflexible 
paper backing. This hinders stretching (within reasonable limits).

During an experiment where we stretched a thin strip of foline it was found that there was about a 1 mm stretching with 5 Newton (equals 
about 500 grams) of force applied. After that the paper backing would break and therewith also the foline. Therefore it is not bound to 
stretch indefinitely when it does stretch. The paper backing simply do not allow stretching of more than about 1 mm. If the paper tears, the 
whole foline tears. Thus, it will rather tear than being stretched (when there is an attempt to stretch it more than what the paper backing 
at any given place on it will allow). There would need to be a good reason for such stretching. There was no evidence that Folien 1 was 
tore or stretched.

Backside of foline strip showing, on it a grid

500 gram pull

There was about 1 mm streching after the weight of 500 g 
hung to the foline by way of a pully for about 30 seconds

We need to consider the amount of force that is needed to pull a foline off from glass. Would that action ever require a force so large as 
to stretch the foline? We must remember that foline is hardly sticky and it slips off a glass’ surface very easily. There could be no reason-
able deduction that the F1 foline stretched at any time. There is also no other visible or provable evidence that it indeed happened. If you 
consider the wide area on the glass to which the foline is applied, it is also impossible that the foline can “move” to such a degree as to 
leave a parabolic-like curve instead of a perfect circular curve (minor smudging due to friction granted).
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So what could have happened?
It is very important to note that something that has been disproved does not suddenly becomes valid again by default if one cannot provide 
an alternative. We have established that the top line could impossibly have been produced by an inflexible conical and round drinking glass’ 
edge. If we cannot provide an alternative, that does not mean that it was indeed created by a round drinking glass. If you prove beyond doubt 
that something is not a banana, it does not become a banana by default again if you can’t prove it is rather an apple or a pear or whatever. 

At this stage it is also important to note that we have convincingly and on substantiated grounds showed that the left index print was deposited 
on a flat surface. We have also shown convincingly and on substantiated grounds showed that the drops were most likely deposited on a flat 
and horisontal surface and not on an inclined vertical surface. Folien 1 was not lifted from a drinking glass, that we know conclusively.

We must also consider that at least the duster and lifter testified under oath that the lift was taken from a DVD cover. If the newly introduced 
glass theory fails, surely there needs to be reverted back to the DVD theory first and foremost, unless an alternative substrate can be introduced 
and proved convincingly.

When it comes to proving the DVD as substrate, it is important to note that without the SPECIFIC cover in question, we (at this very moment) 
can never really deduct any conclusion with certainty. The fact that the police returned the DVD case is inexcusable, but this does not solve 
the problem. That has been done and that is behind us. However, we needed the actual cover to make conclusive findings regarding this. It 
may well be that this cover at the very moment of the lift had a feature or features that may have contributed to a curvature of the top line. 
The paper cover inside the sleeve could have shifted slightly more to the front, lifting it up slightly. The sleeve could have been warped. Dif-
ferent ways of handling – e.g. where during the lift pressure with fingers was put on the back to cause the sleeve movements, etc. – could all 
have caused a specific scenario at that specific stage that might have been different 30 mins before or after the lift. We are dealing here with 
an object which is not fixed in all respects. Point being: we will never know without knowledge of the state of the cover at the specific time of 
lifting. The best we can do is to provide realistic and plausible possibilities. There is a huge difference lifting a print from a solid glass surface 
than from a DVD cover with a flexible sleeve.

The possibilities that we present here have been tested with various degrees of success. It is to be noted, however, that the results may depend 
on some factors such as temperature of the substrate, the adhesiveness of the powder and foline, and handling considerations. We believe, 
however, that it is most plausible and we would welcome and invite further expert testing in this regard.
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Sleeve lifts up as it clings to the foline
Note general parabolic-like curve of sleeve

Friction can cause smudging and thicker line

Sleeve lifts up

It is important to note that the top line on F1 is visually deceiving. 
It is much less curved than it looks. Over a length of 11 cms it only 
curves upwards by about 1.2 mm. This has been established under 
4000% maginification and by an electronic measurment tool (mea-
suring up to 3 decimals).

Deduction: It is at least a possibility that the top line of F1 was cre-
ated by the relatively loose sleeve when it lifted up in a curve when 
it stuck to the folien as it was pulled of during the lift. Features of the 
specific sleeve at the time of lifting could also have been contribut-
ing to this. 
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Smudge due to rubbing over edge

Rubbing foline over edge

Rubbing over edge
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Smudge due to rubbing over edge

Maybe the thicker area in the line was alos a dusting issue? 

Brush stroke here and not elsewhere?

We would not like to put a conclusive finding forward as to how and by what means the top line was formed. We just know that it could 
not have been produced by a drinking glass’ edge. We have proved that conclusively. However, we would like to show by way of these 
possibilities and considerations that it is not true to say that a DVD cover has no curve-like features. The sleeve is a part of a DVD case 
that can under certain circumstances produce a curve. With pressure is applied on the backside, te sleeve can bulge on the front, caus-
ing a curved feature. Also, when the foline is removed, the foline slightly sticks to the sleeve, lifting it up, adding to the possibility of a 
curve on a lift. It can depend on may other factors, but the point remains, without the actual DVD case (knowing its properties and state 
at the moment of lifting) we can only speculate. But what we do know, because Folien 1 and science tells us that, is that the top line was 
not produced by a drinking glass. Even if you take 1000 lifts, a lift from a drinking glass can never produce a parabolic-like curve. It can 
only produce a perfect circular curve, margin of error and blotches granted.

The cover and sleeve of the case, together with way of dusting and handling and lifting considerations, may well produce a curve that 
can be recorded as something close to a parabolic curve during a lift. It may happen two or three out of ten times, but it is possible. We 
welcome further testing in this regard.
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Whole DVD cover dusted, showing prints 
and other marks all over

Put first foline on First foline removed
Put second folien on (Folien 1)

Note overlapping

Take foline off

Line created to be recorded later with second lift (F1)

FOLIEN 1

What exactly happened we are not sure of, but we do know is that the lifter testified under oath to two lifts. 
First one from the bottom half, a second from the top half.

Dust in this area now removed.
Dust still prevalent in top area.

Reconstruction of DVD case and lift to explain the bottom line

Reconstructed to show how the front could have looked prior to the two lifts
Other than in this recreation (where the aim was only to illustrate the principle) the bottom line of Folien 1 
is not straight neither is it curved. It is a polygonal chain – it basically consists of many joined lines. This can 
possibly be due to the nature of the top edge of the first foline. Maybe it was cut badly. Maybe some features 
of the sleeve could have contributed to this. We just know that the bottom line is not a curve at all as it should 
be if it was produced by a drinking glass’ bottom edge – and it certainly is not a perfect circular curve. It is also 
not parallel to the top line. The fact that we can only speculate as to how and by what it was formed does not 
make the glass theory valid by default. Just as the top line the bottom line could not have been lifted from a 
glass. That has been proved beyond any doubt.
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Note overlapping

Take foline off

Line created to be recorded later with second lift (F1)
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Reconstruction of DVD case and lift to explain the bottom line

Reconstructed to show how the front could have looked prior to the two lifts
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is not straight neither is it curved. It is a polygonal chain – it basically consist of many joined lines. This can 
possibly be due to the nature of the top edge of the first foline. Maybe it was cut badly. Maybe some fea-
tures of the sleeve could have contributed to this. We just know that the bottom line is not a curve at all as it 
should be if it was lifted from a drinking glass – and it certainly is not a perfect circular curve. It is also not 
parallel to the top line. The fact that we can only speculate as to how and by what it was formed does not 
make the glass theory valid by default. Just as the top line the bottom line could not have been lifted from a 
glass. That has been proved beyond any doubt.
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Dust still prevalent in top area.
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Other than in this recreation (where the aim was only to illustrate the principle) the bottom line of Folien 1 
is not straight neither is it curved. It is a polygonal chain – it basically consists of many joined lines. This can 
possibly be due to the nature of the top edge of the first foline. Maybe it was cut badly. Maybe some features 
of the sleeve could have contributed to this. We just know that the bottom line is not a curve at all as it should 
be if it was produced by a drinking glass’ bottom edge – and it certainly is not a perfect circular curve. It is also 
not parallel to the top line. The fact that we can only speculate as to how and by what it was formed does not 
make the glass theory valid by default. Just as the top line the bottom line could not have been lifted from a 
glass. That has been proved beyond any doubt.

0 17.5

line enlarged in ratio - measured every 5 mm

Accurate trace of the real bottom line on Folien 1 (enlarged with aspect ratio intact)

Clearly not a curve! Clearly not representing a 
bottom edge of a conical drinking glass!

Bottem side ? 

One would also need to ask if a the slightly more smooth bottom edge of a drinking glass would pro-
duce a line with such a sharp edge. But the main question would remain: Would a round and smooth 
edge produce such a jaggered and unsmooth line? It is impossible to think how this can be possible.

Could this be representative of a bottom edge of a conical and round drinking glass? Can it? Really?
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Conclusion

The edges of a round conical glass must leave perfectly circular curves on a foline.

Neither of the lines on Folien 1 are perfect circular curves. The top line more closely resembles a parabolic 
curve than a circular curve. The bottom line is not a curve at all. It resembles a polygonal chain. 

Moreover, these lines need to have good communication regarding curvature. They do not need to be the 
same size, but the same type of curve: a perfect circular curve. This is not the case. 

Furthermore, the lines are not parallel, as they should be if they were lifted from the same conical glass.

It is therefore practically and scientifically impossible that the lines on Folien 1 were produced by a conical 
drinking glass with perfectly circular edges.

Read more about the lifting process in the Lifting Process Report
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